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About This Game

Empires Of Creation is the debut title from Bundle Of Sticks studios.

Empires Of Creation is an up-and-coming Sci-Fi themed sandbox game in which the player takes on the role of a fleet
commander, destined to make his name in the galaxy and ultimately conquer it. Forge relationships with surrounding empires
and use your wit to establish a galactic monopoly. Colonize nearby habitable stars to expand your presence in the cosmos. The

universe is your playground in this dynamic economy.

Enjoy fast paced, high intensity fleet battles with enemy ships as you race to the top. Whosoever can prove his superiority in the
field and in the diplomatic sphere shall come out victorious.

-Gameplay-

After procedurally generating a spiral galaxy in Empires of Creation the player will find themselves with nothing but potential
and an AI that has no regard for life programmed to do whatever is required to conquer the galaxy. Initially the player you will
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recruit ships from colony worlds that are barely able to scratch the armada of empire fleets, from this point you will proceed to
upgrade them to formidable combat hardened battles fleets and eventually destroyers of worlds. The game turns from being a
predominantly self centered ordeal, to a risk factoring strategy game as you obtain your first colonizer followed by claiming

your first colony and beginning your own empire. Expansion and hostility will find you involved in galactic warfare with entire
empires but this is essential if the player wants to obtain the ultimate goal of conquering the galaxy.

-Features-

Galaxy

Persistent

Procedurally Generated (Fully customizable)

Interactive

Variable time acceleration

Empires

Capable of taking over the galaxy

Relation dependent decision making

Reactive AI

Player is able to create their own empire

Combat

Player is able to take control of any ship in their fleet

at any-time

Completely Physics based

Slow down effects

Boosting and other abilities
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Title: Empires Of Creation
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Bundle Of Sticks Studios
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Mac OS X 10.9.5 (13F1112)

Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Iris Pro 1536 MB

Storage: 256 MB available space

English
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Not a game, but a simulator. However, I love the idea and it can be so much fun. That being said, its constantly crashing on me.
Its impossible for me to do anything meaningfull with it crashing 10 min into being open. I cant wait till the bugs get fixed! i
would reccomend once it stops crashing.. I can only just recommend this game, which has that pretty silhouettes look and some
nice powers, because the platforming is so infuriating. The 22 levels are very samey. The only reason I managed to keep the
interest (and self-control) needed to finish it is the super-frequent and fast-to-reload checkpoints. But then it's an iPad game by
the looks of it, I'd be appalled if it weren't quick. The team has promise, but they *really* need to tighten up the controls.
Actually you know what? I'm going to retract my recommendation, because the controls were that annoying.. Loved the original,
and jumped to get it on Steam when I heard about the Extended Edition.
Great, well delivered story. And I love the whole aesthetic, the menus and UI are so nice.. i cant put into words how much i like
this game without it turning it into an essay.
9.99999...\/10. Absurd...

This game I wouldn't even recommend if you enjoy playing JRPG or adding numbers into your list. When you have a "training"
level that actually get you stuck with no point of return. You know that is a overlooked flaw that has not been fixed at all. The
story isn't really compelling and overall the game's world feel boring.

I, however, will give the art style an A+ for at least putting some originality and that gothic vibe to it but that is where it ends..
Why i don't like it?! So the game is like game but style of it is kind off awfull not gonna lie,however more ways to
roast.Weaknesses are really OP for each character,and that's why i give it a negative review.The first game was AMAZING,and
this one? Not really i'd say.I'm really hoping to see better upgrades in this game in future.. achievement easy af also fun puzzle.
Way better than people say it is. Can't review, can't find people to play with. as in literally i've never been able to play 1 game of
this.. Nice little challenging game. There is multiplayer and two different campaigns, in the first one all you have to do is "Crush
your Enemies", in the second one, you have to crush them while gathering resources. A slightly more difficult variation of the
same formula, which you'll probably don't even complete.

Take it as what it is: a minimalistic and extremely basic RTS that also came out on Android. It may be a good for 2€ and for
wasting few hours, nothing more.
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Nice buy and recomend it to anyone and everyone, textures are nice aswell as sounds and gameplay + nice to drive it on West
Somerset Railway, Falmouth Branch and Someset & Dorset.

10\/10
:-)
. good game
. pretty good game. Completed the game getting 3 bars for each level in about 9 hours.

Even getting 3 gold bars (the max) for each level there is no way of getting all the upgrades. You can only unlock about half
which is very frustrating. It left me feeling like they only compled building half a game. Hopefully they will add more levels in a
future upgrade. Maybe if this was a free brower game this would be acctable but when you purchase a game you expect to be
able to unlock all the upgrades.. This game has been so many things to me it’s funny,weird,and above all sexy as hell I only wish
that I had known about it sooner so I could spend more time playing it but at the same time it make me feel a little upset because
ill probably never have an awesome life like that still to the people who made this game thanks and continue making more stuff
like this.. I was really excited to play this on release but was extremely disappointed. I didn't realize you would be stuck in one
room at a time per level trying to scare people by knocking down an item. I thought maybe you would get free roam throughout
the house. I would not recommend this to anyone.
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